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Abstract
Introduction: Cleidocraneal dysplasia (CCD) is a rare skeletal autosomal dominant syndrome characterized by dental anomalies and bone abnormalities. These clinical manifestations do not require
treatment in most cases. The disease is caused by mutation in the gene RUNX2 (CBAF1), located on
the short arm of chromosome 6. Objective: To report a case of CCD and perform a literature review
focused on clinical manifestations and diagnosis. Case report: A 3 year old patient, who was clinically diagnosed with CCD since birth. The patient showed incomplete development of cranial bones,
bell-shaped thorax, adequate dentition and presence of clavicles. Molecular analysis reported that the
patient is carrying the pathogenic variant c.674G>A in the RUNX2 gene, confirming the diagnosis.
Conclusions: The CCD is a rare condition, with special clinical features. It is important to establish
early diagnosis in these patients in order to offer a better quality of life, and if necessary, appropriate
treatment.
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Introduction
Cleidocranial dysplasia (CCD) is a rare autosomal
dominant skeletal syndrome (1: 1,000,000) with almost a complete genetic penetrance with a variable clinical expression1,2, caused by a mutation in the RUNX2
(Runt-related transcription factor 2)1. This gene encodes the synthesis of RUNX2 protein, also called CBFA1
(core-binding factor subunit alpha-1), which takes
part of the osteoblastic differentiation and the skeletal
morphogenesis1,3. The CCD can be present as a mutation in 60% of the cases, in a 10% it can be present as
deletion, and in the remaining percentage of patients,
no mutation of the gene has been found, which it is
assumed that there is heterogenecity of loci, involving
another genes4.
The CCD is characterized by frontal and parietal
prominence, brachycephaly, late closure of the cranial
sutures, hypoplasia or clavicle aplasia (which it does
not occur in all patients) and multiple dental anomalies3,5-12. All these features tend to be vary, even among
the members of the same family. The CCD can be detected from an early age, even during the prenatal period through ultrasound findings13,14.
Patients with CCD are smaller than their unaffected siblings and they are more likely to have skeletal
and orthopedic problems, such as flat feet, valgus and
scoliosis4-6. Neuro-maturational development and life
expectancy are normal, with an adult height of 1.65 cm
in men and 1.56 cm in women. The main complications are: recurrent acute otitis media (62%) and hearing loss (38%)15.
Skeletal dysplasias are genetic diseases of chronic
evolution and they require multidisciplinary treatment,
focused on measures of symptomatic support, but also
preventive and preemptive1,9.
This article reports the case of a 3 year old child
diagnosed with CCD at the moment of birth. The objective is to give the alert to the health team about the
importance of establishing a timely diagnosis in these
patients in order to offer them a better quality of life,
and an appropriate treatment.The diagnosis was support by clinical, radiological and molecular elements,
in this clinical case. The review of the medical history
was approved by the Cartagena Naval Hospital of the
City of Cartagena (Colombia), in accordance with the
Resolution 008430 in 1993 and the Resolution 2378 in
2008 of the Ministry of Health and Social Protection.

Clinical Case
Child of 3 years of age, controlled from the moment of his birth in the Naval Hospital of Cartagena in
the city of Cartagena de Indias (Colombia). He is the
son of a 22-year-old mother, first pregnancy (contro518

lled), born by natural birth and without complications.
Gestation of 39 weeks, birth weight of 3320 g; Length
of 49 cm; Cephalic perimeter of 33 cm; Apgar 8 in the
first minute and 10 at 5 minutes; Blood group B, Rh
positive. Family history does not report other family
members with similar phenotypic or with low height
characteristics.
In the physical examination of the newborn, there
was an absence of palpable caraneous bones, a broad
nasal bridge with ocular hypertelorism. The thorax was
normal, palpable clavicles and no deformities were evident. Examination of abdomen and limbs was normal.
The neurological examination described tone, strength
and sensibility conserved, with archaic reflexes.
The skull radiograph showed incomplete development of the cranial bones (Figure 1A), and the diagnosis of CCD was considered. Computed tomography
(CT) performed one week after birth showed no calcification of the frontal and parietal bones, and these
structures remained in the membranous state.
The brain CT with three-dimensional reconstruction performed at one month of life reported an alteration in the morphology of the cranial vault due to
the absence of calcification of the membranous structures of the frontal, parietal and temporal bones, which
belongs to a greater amplitude of the cranial sutures
and of the fontanelles (figure 1B). This confirmed the
absence of the process of calcification of the membranous structures of the cranial bones16. At the third
month of birth, an MRI of the central nervous system
reconfirmed the absence of ossification of the frontal
and parietal bones. In the same period, the chest X-ray
showed a normal cardiotymic silhouette, with no opacities in lung fields, with normal costal arches, with less
development of the lateral third of clavicles and with
somewhat hypoplastic scapula (Figure 2A). In the xray of the hips at the fourth month of after his birth,
there was no ossification of the pubis, associated with
hypoplasia of iliac bones (figure 2B).
At two years of age, skull and dorsal spine radiographs reported cranial vault asymmetry, with suture
diastasis and open anterior fontanelle. Scoliosis, normal bone density, height and shape of normal vertebral
bodies and preserved intervertebral spaces were noticed in the dorsal spine.
The cytogenetic study in peripheral blood showed
karyotype 46, XY (50 metaphases analyzed, 600 bands)
without numerical or structural alterations.
In the physical examination at the age of 3 years,
the patient was presented with a weight of 13 kg (0-1
DE), size: 93 cm (0-1 DE), bifid skull, wide nasal bridge
(Figure 3A), bone depression at the level of the frontal
bone that can only be seen in the frontal but not in profile photos (Figure 3B, C and D), without the presence
of meiofacial hypoplasia (Figure 3A). No dental alte-
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Figure 1. (A) Skull x-ray of the
patient with cleidocranial dysplasia
(1 month of birth): The arrows
indicate the incomplete development of the cranial bones to the
few days of born. (B) Computed
tomography of the brain with
three-dimensional reconstruction (1
month of birth): The arrows indicate alteration in the morphology of
the cranial vault by absence in the
process of calcification of the membranous structures of the frontal,
parietal and temporal bones, what
conditions a greater amplitude
of the cranial sutures and of the
fontanelles.

rations were found at the time of examination or cleft
palate (Figure 3E). The chest in the hood (Figure 4A),
abdomen without pathological findings, limbs with
hyperlaxity, palpable clavicles, without apparent abnormalities (Figures 4B and 4C), hands without bone
or soft tissue alterations showed no brachydactyly or
wide thumb (Figure 5A And 5B), flat foot (figure 5C)
and genu valgo (figure 5D). No signs of apparent neurological deficit were found in the nervous system. No
hearing evaluation was performed.
The molecular study for the complete sequencing of the RUNX2 gene reported that the patient is
a carrier of the pathogenic variant c.674G>A in the
RUNX2 gene, which confirmed the diagnosis of CCD.
This variant produces the change of the amino acid arginine by glutamine at position 225 of the polypeptide
chain, affecting a highly conserved residue between
species (p.Arg225Glun)17. This change has previously
been described as a pathogenic mutation associated
with cleidocranial dysplasia, in the databases of ClinVar-NCBI mutations and HGMD (Human Gene Mutation Database) with ID CM992614. This variant has
also previously been described in the dbSNP database
(NCBI) with ID rs104893991, with no frequency in the
control population, where the database itself reports it
with pathogenic clinical significance.

Discussion
The presence of this newborn with an absence of
cranial bones drew our attention, due to its posibility of being a chromosomal alteration case with bone
compromise. This clinical finding requires all the diagnostic help necessary to carry out a correct diagnosis

Figure 2. (A): Chest X-ray (2 months old): There is less development of the
lateral third of clavicles, the somewhat hypoplastic scapulae. (B): Hip X-ray (4
months old): No ossification of the pubis, hypoplasia of iliac bones.
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Figure 3. Craniofacial and dental phenotype
of the patient with cleidocranial dysplasia at
3 years of age. (A): hypertelorism with broad
nasal bridge. (B) y (C): Depression of the bone
table at the frontal bone level. (D): It is not
possible to see depression of the bone table in
the profile photo. (E): Dentures are observed in
good condition, without anomalies.

Figure 4. (A): bell-shaped chest of the patient
with cleidocranial dysplasia: Patient 3 years old
with diagnosis of cleidocranial dysplasia. In the
front view of the chest, the arrows indicate
the widening of the ribs at the bottom. (B) y
(C): Palpable clavicles, with no clinical abnormalities at physical examination.
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Figure 5. Lower and upper limbs characteristics. (A) y (B): No malformations are evident in
upper limbs. (C): Flatfoot. (D): Genu valgum.

from the moment of birth and thus determine with
priority the need for a specific treatment18-20.
This clinical case was from the Service Provider
Institution, where the following steps were taken in the
clinical evaluation aimed at the etiology: A complete
clinical history was done, with an emphasis on the family history looking for similar data that could suggest
genetic causes of the problem to its Perinatal history;
Detailed physical examination, with description of
all the clinical findings of the patient; Assessment of
anthropometric measures: weight, height and cephalic
perimeter; An overall evaluation of the child was carried out as well; After the diagnostic impression approach, complementary examinations were performed
as imaging studies, karyotype study in order to detect
or rule out possible chromosomopathy and molecular
study of the gene. Information was given to the family,
diagnosis of the patient and the monitoring to be perfomed along with the professionals.
The clinical case presented in this research is very
rare, but with common clinical signs19, for example,
the patient presented an incomplete development of
the cranial bones and wide nasal bridge with impression of ocular hypertelorism from the moment of birth, which called immediately the attention of the treating pediatrician at that moment21, so he requested and
also he performed the studies according to the case,
confirming the diagnosis of CCD.

This is one prove that shows how important is to
perform a good physical examination at the moment
of birth and also a monitoring of the neonatal evolution, in order to identify and to diagnose the pathology
in a timely manner. The history of the patient did not
report a family history that made suspicion of a hereditary anomaly, therefore everything points to a greater
probability of a “De novo mutation”.
There are many diagnostic criteria for this entity.
Regarding this clinical case, there were certain abnormalities such as: supernumerary teeth with dental
crowding and malocclusion; Abnormal denture, including delayed eruption of the secondary denture (which
it was not evident since the patient was not old enough
to perform this process naturally); Clavicular hypoplasia which resulted in narrow shoulders on the physical
examination, although some hypoplasia is observed
in the radiological study. There were no hand abnormalities such as brachydactyly, fine or thick fingers,
or short thumbs. These individuals are more likely to
have other skeletal/orthopedic problems, such as flat
foot, genu valgus and scoliosis4, which were evidenced
in the present patient.
This mutation results in haploinsufficiency of
RUNX2 and poor cellular differentiation of osteoblastic precursors. The RUNX2 is expressed mainly by its
neoplastic osteogenesis and its expression’s increase
has been associated with the etiology of sarcoma. Its
521
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overexpression in mice favour the development of
T-cell lymphoma, osteopenia and multiple fractures,
and in humans we could observe the development of
craniosynostosis, maxillary hypoplasia and brachydactyly22.
The differential diagnosis includes mandibuloacral dysplasia, dental anomalies23, congenital clavicle
pseudoarthrosis24, Yunis-Varon syndrome25, picnodisostosis26, hypophosphatasia27, congenital hypothyroidism28, among other entities that share common clinical features.
There is no specific treatment for skeletal problems,
but these patients should have a periodic monitoring
and evaluation by the trauma service, since within the
problems previously mentioned, these patients are also
more inclined to a shoulder dislocation and osteoarthritis in the adult stage21,29,30. At the same time, dental
care should be important, requiring dental assessment
from the outset30. It is important to protect their head
and to avoid risks of trauma, since their cranial vault
is not well ossified, as well as taking care of their respective otorhinolaryngological evaluation. The management of orofacial manifestations must be performed
by a multidisciplinary team to obtain better results31.
Direct relatives have a 50% inheritance of this mutation. Thus, it is recommended to carry out the genetic predictive study to all those relatives who are under
risk.
As a conclusion, cleidocranial dysplasia is a rare disease in our country and environment. It comprehends
a special, visible and noticeable clinical features, especially if a good physical examination is performed on
the patient at an early stage. Most of the cases do not
have an specific treatment, but surgical interventions
could be done under certain circumstances, in order
to correct physical anomalies and thus, to improve the
quality of life of our patient.
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